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ABSTRACT
Pattern generalisation is one of the most important elements in developing functional thinking in
elementary school which leads to build foundation to work with algebra in later years of
education. Therefore, this study took an initiative to study the performance of year five pupils in
pattern generalisation and its correlation with mathematics achievement. The sample of the study
comprised 720 fifth grade pupils from a district of Malacca. Data were collected using four
adapted tasks. Paper and pencil-based assessment conducted during the class hours. Data were
analysed using descriptive and inferential statistics with help of SPSS software. The findings
showed samples’ ability to work with numerical patterns is better than their ability to work with
figural patterns. However, the performance in far generalisation is extremely poor compared to
near generalisation. While, a significant association found between performance of numerical and
figural patterning tasks. Furthermore, there is no correlation between ability to work with patterns
and mathematics achievement. With the increased interest in integrating functional thinking into
elementary school teaching and learning, this work may be of interest to educators to identify
how working with patterns could promote functional thinking and lead to a strong foundation for
formal algebra learning in later years of education.
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INTRODUCTION
Algebraic thinking in elementary school has been concerning research area among mathematics scholars.
The researchers have identified infusing algebraic thinking in elementary school will reduce the problems
faced when they are exposed to formal algebra lessons in secondary school (Payne, 2012; Stacey, 1989).
Algebraic thinking in elementary school definitely not referring to start teaching formal algebra in elementary
school (Carraher, Schliemann, & Schwartz, 2008). Development of algebraic thinking in early age of education
refers to instilling the underlying algebraic elements while teaching arithmetic. For instance, working with
patterns is an extraordinarily good start to introduce the concept of functions (Stacey, 1989).

LITERATURE REVIEW
The underpinning theoretical framework of this study is Anderson’s (1983) ACT-R framework which is
based on information processing theory. ACT is acronym for adaptive control of thought-rational which
provides pathway to cognitive skill development. This theory is on how human cognition works (Anderson,
1983). It focuses on the three stages in the process of learning namely, declarative stage, knowledge
compilation stage and the procedural stage. This study on year five pupils based on these three stages, where
by how the pupils received information, processed-stored and retrieved when necessary.
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Early Functional Thinking
Working with functions is an inevitable aspect of formal algebra. Thus, it is not exaggerating to say
functional thinking plays a focal role in algebraic thinking. Functional thinking is not merely working with
functions. Functional thinking can be defined as “incorporate building and generalizing patterns and
relationships using diverse linguistic and representational tools and treating generalized relationships, or
functions, that result as mathematical objects useful in their own right” (Blanton & Kaput, 2011, p. 8). The
fundamental concept of functions is working with relations and transformations which underpinned in
patterns and generalisations (Warren & Cooper, 2005). These skills can be developed right from an early age.
Mathematics researchers were very much interested in examining the capability of children able to develop
functional thinking (Blanton, 2008; Brizuela & Schliemann, 2003; Kaput & Blanton, 2005).
According to Warren (2005), “The power of mathematics lies in relations and transformations which give
rise to patterns and generalisations. Abstracting patterns is the basis of structural knowledge, the goal of
mathematics learning” (p. 305). Working with patterns and ability to make generalisation provide rich
opportunity to acquire functional thinking with conceptual understanding (Martinez & Brizuela, 2006;
Mulligan & Mitchelmore, 2009). Hence, pattern generalisation is the most apt method to expose young
children to functional thinking which eventually builds strong foundation for algebraic thinking.
However, many are unaware of the functional thinking elements in patterning activities. Especially
educators have very little knowledge on how algebra aspects are linked and connected (Blanton & Kaput,
2005). Children often taught to find the missing terms in a series of pattern without knowing the underlying
functional thinking elements. Working with patterns refer to the ability to find the subsequent term in a given
series of patterns. The patterns can be in figural or numerical. Figural patterns of growing or repeated
patterns of shapes are such as; ,
,
,….. and ♣,∇,♣,∇,……respectively, while growing or repeated
numerical patterns are such as 1,5,1,5,1, …… and 1,3,5, 7…. respectively. Many studies have been conducted
to provide evidence that young children are capable to work with patterns (Blanton & Kaput, 2003; Blanton
& Kaput, 2011; Lannin, 2005). These studies also have discovered that the young children were not only
capable to think functionally, but they were also able to represent it in their own way by representing it with
symbols (Warren & Cooper, 2008). Thereafter they were able to generalise and generate a ‘rule’ to find the
subsequent terms in the pattern series. With regard to this, it is apparent that pattern generalisation plays
an important role in the development of algebraic thinking.
Generating a ‘rule’ is essential to work with patterns (Carraher & Earnest, 2003; Warren, 2005; Warren &
Cooper, 2005). Children able to generate a rule using symbols to represent relationship between two sets
(Warren & Cooper, 2005). However, this skill should be invoked by appropriate classroom activities and
discussions. For instance, Warren and Cooper (2005) carried out a teaching experiment using six to seven
years old pupils. Their findings indicated that these children were not only able to generalise, they also able
to identify the relationship and describe the inverse relationships too. It was denoted that lessons which focus
on functional thinking as suggested by National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (2000) could help for
smooth transition from patterns to functions.
Likewise, Lannin (2005) has conducted a study to investigate the grade six students’ ability to work with
patterns. He asserted that generalisation activities can bridge student understanding of symbolic
representations with their prior knowledge of arithmetic. Particularly, working with patterns and ability
generate a rule to determine the subsequent terms in the given pattern series provide opportunities to develop
various generalisations. He also has highlighted introducing algebraic elements at primary level would create
new challenges for students’ understanding and especially for teachers. Thus, he has conducted his study by
using spreadsheet as an instructional tool and observed the reasoning ability of sixth grade students as they
exposed to patterning tasks. Results obtained via teaching experiment showed that the students are able to
work with patterning tasks and generalise it with sensible justification if appropriate instructional strategies
and guidance given in the classroom. Instructional tasks should be designed by providing opportunities to
generate various generalisation strategies and provoke the students to justify their generalisation. As such,
students in elementary school will able to develop strong foundation for algebraic concepts.
Again, Warren and Cooper (2008) have conducted a teaching experiment using even younger children to
explore their capability to grasp functional thinking when working with patterning tasks. They used eight
years old kids to provide evidence that children are capable to think functionally at very early age if they are
provided with appropriate classroom tasks to think and make sense of relationships. They argued this may
help to bridge the conceptual gap often occur between elementary school arithmetic and secondary school
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Figure 1. One of the adapted tasks used by Gan and Munirah (2014)
algebra concepts. The results of the study showed the children were not only able to perform next step in
growing patterns tasks. However, after the teaching experiment lessons conducted, they were able to analyse
and perform the next step in the patterning activities. Thus, the authors strongly affirmed pattern
generalisation activities help to instill algebraic thinking elements especially functional thinking at very early
age. Teachers should use appropriate instructional methods and strategies to provoke children to think
functionally. According to Stacey (1989) patterning activities provoke children’s thinking to look for
relationship, and generate subsequent term which commonly known as near generalisation. A little advanced
level of thinking enables the children to create a rule based on the patterns and relationships to find the
pattern of arbitrary term. This ability generally is known as far generalisation.
While discussing about importance about patterning activities in fostering algebraic thinking, it is also
notable to consider different types of patterning tasks. Patterns could be formed using numbers, such as
2,3,2,3,2,3… or figural such as ♣♦♣♦♣♦…..Mathematics researchers have conducted extensive researches on
patterning activities which can cultivate algebraic thinking. However, the researches did not highlight if
children’s ability to work with numerical pattern activities and figural pattern activities are related.
As in Malaysia, the awareness of instilling early functional thinking in elementary school moderately poor.
Not many studies have been conducted on functional thinking in elementary school. Recently, Gan and
Munirah (2014) had conducted a qualitative study to investigate the year five pupils’ algebraic thinking skills
while they solve three figural pattern tasks. Five students were chosen from an elementary school in Sarawak
to participate in the study. They were required to solve three growing pattern tasks. These adapted tasks were
quite new to them as they are not exposed to such patterning activities in their curriculum. Figure 1 shows
one of the tasks used by Gan and Munirah (2014).
The findings showed the children were able to exhibit some emerging abilities to look and recognise the
figural patterns. However, they were not able to perform beyond that. They were yet to demonstrate
generalisation abilities. The authors suggested the students could perform better if they were exposed to
syllabus which focuses on look for pattern, ‘recognise and extend’, ‘describe and generalise’, extend the pattern
and finally justify the generalisation. They were also urged patterning activities should be included in the
Malaysia elementary school Mathematics curriculum as working with patterns help to make a smooth
transition from arithmetic to algebra.
With regard to this, researcher attempted to contribute more for Malaysian elementary school pupils’
functional thinking literature. Gan and Munirah (2014)’s study was only involved five students from Sarawak.
This quantity may not sufficient to conclude about entire Malaysian elementary school pupils’ ability on
patterning tasks. The current paper used quantitative method and took a larger sample size to describe about
the year five pupils’ ability to perform pattern generalization. In addition, this study also attempted to see if
there are any relationship between year five pupils’ performance in numerical and figural patterns. This
paper’s objectives therefore are as follows.
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Objectives of the Study
1. To explore year five pupils’ performance in numerical and figural pattern generalisation.
2. To examine if the performance of numerical and figural pattern generalisation is related.
3. To investigate if there is a relationship between year five pupils’ performance in pattern generalisation
and their mathematics achievement.
In regard to these objectives, the following research questions were formulated.
1. What is the year five pupils’ performance in numerical and figural pattern generalisation?
2. Does performance in numerical and figural pattern generalisation is related?
3. Is there a relationship between year five pupils’ performance in pattern generalisation and their
mathematics achievement?
The first objective of this study was to get descriptive data based on the performance of year five pupils in
solving the patterning tasks. The tasks were categorized into two categories namely, numerical and figural
patterns. More detailed description of these tasks can be found in the methodology section. In addition, this
study also attempted to look into the relationship between performance in numerical and figural patterning
tasks. There is no clear evidence to show the pupils’ ability to work with patterning tasks is influential by the
type of tasks given. Hence, this study took the initiative to look into this perspective, whereby does the
performance in numerical and figural patterning tasks are related.
The third objective of this paper is to investigate the relationship between the year five pupils’ pattern
generalisation performance and their mathematics achievement. This objective was formulated to explore to
what extent the current curriculum structure has emphasise working with patterns in the syllabus. Positive
correlation between performance of pattern generalisation and mathematics achievement would illustrate
pupils who have excelled pattern generalisation are the one also performs well in their mathematics
examination. While negative correlation would illustrate the vice versa situation. However, no correlation
between pattern generalisation and mathematics achievement would exhibit that their school mathematics
examination did not emphasise on the working with pattern abilities. Thus, the possibilities are there for a
pupil to perform well in the school mathematics achievement regardless of one’s acquisition of conceptual
understanding such as functional thinking elements. The subsequent section describes the methodology of
this research paper.

METHODOLOGY
This study is quantitative in nature and utilised descriptive research design. The sample comprised 720
year five pupils from randomly selected National Schools in a district of Malacca. A random clustered sampling
technique was used. Whereby, clusters refer to national schools in a district of Malacca. The schools were
selected randomly from the list of schools given by Ministry of Education. Then, all year five pupils from the
selected school (cluster) were took part in the study. The sample consist of 370 females (51.4%) and 350 males
(48.6%). Their midyear examination marks were collected from the respective schools for the variable of
mathematics achievement. Table 1 shows the samples’ mid-year mathematics examination grades. About
83.3% of the sample passed their school mid-year examination in mathematics.
Table 1. Samples’ Mid-Year Mathematics Examination Grades
Grade (Mark in %)
Frequency
A (80 - 100)
118
B (65 -79)
156
C (50 - 64)
203
D (40 - 49)
122
E (0 -39)
120
Missing
1
Total
720

Percentage
16.4
21.7
28.2
16.9
16.7
0.10
100.0

Based on Table 1, out of 720 pupils 16.4% obtained an A grade for their respective midyear mathematics
examinations. Which means their mark is above 80% in the examination. This was followed by 21.7%, 28.2%,
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Figure 2. Nature of Patterning Tasks
16.9%, and 16.7% respectively for grades B, C, D and E. In other words, roughly 66% of the total sample were
above passing standard in mathematics based on the midyear mathematics examination grades.
Four tasks were adapted from Algebraic Thinking Diagnostic Assessment developed by Ralston (2013).
This study reports the part of results from a major study carried out on algebraic thinking involving three
components namely arithmetic generalisation, modelling and functions. At the time of this study was carried
out, Ralston’s instrument was the only instrument to available to measure all the three components in
algebraic thinking. Thus, Ralston’s instrument was used in this study. Figure 2 displays the nature of the
four patterning tasks used in this study. The four tasks comprised two figural and numerical tasks each. The
two figural tasks consist of one linear and non-linear figural pattern each. In a series of patterns despite
numerical or figural, when the difference between two terms is constant, then it is linear pattern (see Task 1
& 3 in Appendix). Algebraically this refers to this as constant rate. While, non-liner pattern is when the
difference between each terms is not constant (see Task 2 & 4 in Appendix). Algebraically this refers to nonconstant rate. The figural patterning tasks can be categorized further into near and far generalization. Near
generalization refers to the ability to predict the subsequent term in the series of patterns. Far generalization
refers to predicting the arbitrary term in the series of patterns. The numerical pattern also consists of one
linear and non-linear numerical patterns each. Task 1 and 2 are linear numerical and non-linear numerical
tasks respectively. While Task 3 and 4 are linear figural and non-linear figural patterns respectively. The
tasks are attached in the Appendix. The four tasks were provided in both English and Malay languages to
avoid language factor to influence the results.
The sample were required to answer all the four tasks (see Appendix) as paper and pencil assessment.
The tasks then scored dichotomously by scoring 1 for correct and 0 for incorrect/blank response. The data of
this study is part of a larger study. The data were analysed using descriptive and inferential statistics with
use of SPSS (v22.0) software.

RESULTS
The results reported here is part of a larger study conducted on algebraic thinking. To answer the first
research question, Table 2 shows the total number of correct responses for numerical pattern tasks. About
82.2% of the sample managed to answer the linear numerical pattern task. This task involved figuring out the
subsequent term in a given series of numbers (see Appendix). It only covers near generalisation whereby
sample required to find immediate subsequent missing number. Far generalisation refers to finding an
http://www.iejme.com
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Table 2. Number of correct responses for numerical pattern tasks
Types of Numerical Patterning Tasks
Frequency
Linear Numerical Pattern
592
Non-linear Numerical Pattern
412

Percentage
82.2
57.2

Table 3. Percentage of correct responses for figural pattern tasks by near and far generalization
Types of Figural Patterning Tasks
Near Generalisation (%) Far Generalisation (%)
Linear Figural Pattern
62.2
10.8
Non-Linear Figural Pattern
64.9
11.4
Table 4. Percentage of correct and incorrect responses according to numerical and figural tasks
Types of Patterning Tasks
Correct (%)
Incorrect (%)
Total (%)
Numerical
23.9
26.1
50
Figural
18.8
31.2
50
Total
42.7
57.3
100
arbitrary term of missing number. While only 57.2% of the sample were managed to answer the non-linear
numerical pattern task. Overall more than 50% of the sample were able to answer the both type of numerical
patterning tasks.
As anticipated, the sample outperformed in linear numerical pattern task compared to non-linear
numerical pattern task. Although majority of the sample were able to respond to the numerical pattern, almost
half of them were unable to perform in non-linear numerical pattern tasks.
Table 3 shows the breakdown of correct responses for linear and non-linear figural patterning tasks by
near and far generalisation. 62.2% of the sample able to perform near generalisation for linear figural pattern
task. While only 10.8% of the sample able to perform far generalisation in linear figural pattern task. Likewise,
64.9% of the sample able to perform near generalisation in task involving non-linear figural pattern. 11.4% of
the sample performed far generalisation in non-linear figural pattern task.
Near generalisation refers to finding the subsequent term in a given series of pattern. Far generalisation
refers to finding an arbitrary term in a given series of pattern. Far generalisation encouraged to be carried
out by generating a ‘rule’ without finding all subsequent terms until the particular arbitrary term. When the
participants failed to generate a ‘rule’, they will find it difficult to find the arbitrary term.
The performance of near generalisation in non-linear figural pattern is better than linear figural pattern.
Similarly, the performance in far generalisation of non-linear figural pattern task is better than linear figural
pattern task. However, the performance in near generalisation is better than far generalisation for both linear
and non-linear figural pattern tasks. Surprisingly, the performance in far generalisation of non-linear figural
pattern is better than performance in far generalisation of linear figural pattern.
Second research question was intended to find if the performance in numerical and figural is related. This
association was tested by using a chi-square (𝜒𝜒 2 ) test. This test provides only evidence for existence of an
association or no association, but it does not produce effect estimates and confidence intervals. Under the null
hypothesis, there is no association between these two variables. To test this hypothesis, 2 X 2 table need to be
calculated based on number of correct and incorrect responses in numerical and figural patterning tasks
respectively. Table 4 displays the percentage of correct and incorrect responses according to numerical and
figural tasks. Based on statistic, conclusion can be made if there is a large difference between the observed
and expected values, then the value of the 𝜒𝜒 2 will be large, which an indication that the data would not support
the null hypothesis. On the other hand, if there is a small difference between the observed and expected values,
then the value of the 𝜒𝜒 2 will be small, and therefore the data will support the null hypothesis. Since the pvalue < 0.001 the null hypothesis was rejected at 0.05 significance level. Conclusion can be made as there was
significant association between performance in numerical patterning tasks and figural patterning tasks (𝜒𝜒 2 (1)
= 30.9, p <.001).
To answer the third research question, Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient used to examine
relationship patterning tasks and mathematics achievement. In order to investigate the relationship between
the performance in patterning tasks and mathematics achievement, researcher analysed the correlation
between scores obtained from patterning tasks (both numerical and figural) and marks from midyear
examination. With regard to the data requirement of this test, the scores for patterning tasks were converted
358
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Table 5. Correlation between mid-year examination marks and patterning tasks marks
Variables
1
Mid - year marks
Patterning Tasks marks
.484*
*p > .05

2
-

to percentage to facilitate the continuous variable requirement. The outcome showed there is no correlation
between patterning tasks and mathematics achievement (r = .026, n = 720, p = .484). Thus, it shows there is
no relationship between patterning tasks performance and mathematics achievement. Table 5 shows the
outcome of Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The findings of this study reveal a cause for concern. The findings showed year five pupils are capable to
exhibit ability to work with pattern tasks though the tasks appeared to be different than usual mathematics
text book questions. They were able to perform in both figural and numerical type pattern questions. However,
they outperformed in numerical pattern questions which only involved near generalisation compared to figural
pattern questions. Majority of the participants were able to answer numerical pattern questions. The sample
were able to do figural pattern question but the performance in far generalisation was not as good as near
generalisation.
This indicated that the participants were not able to generate a ‘rule’ (Warren & Cooper, 2005, 2008) to
find the arbitrary term in given series of pattern. Their performance in near generalisation showed they are
able to see the relationships in the patterns regardless numerical or figural. However, they have very limited
exposure to explore on patterning activities had restricted them performing in far generalisation. This issue
creates an awareness to focus on the content of the lesson carried out in classrooms. The ideal lesson to promote
functional thinking would be encouraging discussion on the relationship between patterns and working back
and forth within patterns. Ability to work back and forth gradually build foundation for working with function
and inverse (Warren & Cooper, 2005).
With regard to this, this result go hand in hand with results of Gan and Munirah (2014). The year five
pupils were able to work with patterns but limited to look and recognise. They were not able to go beyond to
describe and generalise the patterns. Performance in far generalisation showed the ability to generalise is
poor. Ability to generalise would enable students to generate a ‘rule’ and use it to find any arbitrary terms in
the given pattern series.
Second research question’s findings showed there is an association between working with numerical
patterning tasks and figural patterning tasks. Based on Table 4, year five pupils are able to outperform in
numerical patterning tasks than figural tasks. Since there is an association between numerical and figural
tasks, it is worth to ponder the fact that ability to solve numerical patterning tasks could help to develop
functional thinking involving figural.
The findings of third research question showed performance in patterning questions not related to
performance in school midyear examination. This can be interpreted that an outstanding performance in
school mathematics examination does not assure the pupil is acquired strong foundational functional thinking
elements. This shows classroom lessons and examination do not have huge impact on elements of functional
thinking. As argued by Malara and Navarra (2003), classroom activities in elementary school often focus on
mathematical products compared to mathematical processes. Thus, excellence in school mathematics
examination does not really assure the students are catered with conceptual understanding. Pattern
generalisation is a good example for building a strong conceptual understanding to work with functions in
later years of study.
There are several limitation for this study. First and foremost, this study only utilised quantative research
design. This research design could provide the numerical value for the performance of year five pupils but not
elaborate further on their thinking. In addition, four tasks alone may not sufficient to generalise about year
five pupils algebraic thinking skills. Probing further could reveal more meaningful data. Secondly, a random
clustered sampling technique was used only within the particular district. Hence, the results may not be
generalised to other geographic locations whereby students may be from entirely different cognitive
background.
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In sum, the results of this study shed some light on the performance of year five pupils in patterning
activities. It also revealed they are lacking at generalisation ability which is very important element for formal
algebra particularly to work with functions. The findings showed year five pupils acquired only surface level
of understanding when working with patterns. At this instance, it is an encouraging fact that the year five
pupils still able to perform in patterning tasks even without any deep exposure to patterning tasks like in
Singapore (Ministry of Education, 2012). Though, the National curriculum text books contain some activities
of number pattern activities, yet the students are not given are chance to explore further on patterning
activities (Gan, 2008). However, it is time for curriculum developers to pay attention to the importance of
patterning activities in elementary school level and incorporate in the arithmetic syllabus. Educators should
be aware of how to incorporate functional thinking elements while teaching patterns. Teaching and learning
process should be taken to next level to cater children to think in-depth. Probing in classroom help to encourage
children to think about beyond.
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APPENDIX
1)

Linear numerical pattern

2)

Non-linear numerical pattern

3)

Linear figural pattern

4)

Non-linear figural pattern
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